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What does each trumpet found in Revelation chapter eight signify? 

Trumpet #1, which we read about in v.7, gives a description of the first angel blowing his trumpet - and when he blew 
his trumpet, fire and hail mixed with blood was thrown down upon the earth. The result of this hail/fire/blood cocktail 
was that 1/3 of the earth was burned up, 1/3 of the trees were destroyed and all green grass was destroyed; and from 
this, three questions are in order:

1) What prompted the angel to blow his trumpet? The trumpet was blown and judgement began in answer to the 
prayers of the martyred saints who we met after the fifth seal was sliced open - as well as the prayers of the saints 
from the churches from Asia Minor.  

2) Where does the hail/fire/blood cocktail originate from? In response to all of the accumulated prayers of the saints 
the hail/fire/blood cocktail originated - NOT from anything earth people did, but rather, from God himself. Notice the 
direction of the judgement - v. 7: “these were thrown DOWN upon the earth” , meaning, this cocktail came from above 
from the angel. And so, these sourced with the LORD Himself.   

3) What does the hail/fire/blood cocktail signify? There have been many opinions as to what the hail, the fire and the 
blood signify and whether these are literal or figurative. Lenski sees this and the other three trumpets as picturing the 
rise of false teaching and heresy, while others see this as showing a literal time when hail and fire mixed with blood 
will be cast upon the earth. Others don’t make the connection with heresy on the one hand, and doubt that literal hail, 
fire and blood will fall on the earth on the other hand. These ask questions like: Will there REALLY be bloody rain? 
Will real hail and real fire fall from the sky? Will the liquid falling with the hail be blood? 

I’m pretty convinced this is NOT speaking of the rise of heresy. I’m also fairly convinced that what is pictured here 
does not refer to anything that can be made by man - in other words, I highly doubt that the hail, for and blood refers 
to something like acid rain - or atomic fallout - or anything else which sources from humans; and I say this because v.
7a is clear that this judgement came from God and sources from Him. I must also say, based on the ten plagues of 
Egypt found in Exodus that this judgement really could be real hail and real fire mixed with blood. But to lock down on 
trying to determine the exact literalness of the image is to miss the point John is trying to make here - and that is that 
a terrible event is described as happening to the earth. 

Whatever this signifies, a couple of details are clear - first, this judgement corresponds to the nature of the crimes 
committed against the saints of God (it is as though the Lord says, in this first judgement, “You wanted blood, the 
blood of my saints? I’ll give you blood along with hail and fire)” and that is what is poured out FROM HEAVEN on 
those who are against God and against His people; and secondly, the picture we get is horrifying - and this is it’s 
design. It is designed both to comfort God’s saints and to terrify God’s enemies.  

4) What is the affect of this first trumpet? One third of the earth was burned up - 1/3 of the trees were destroyed and 
all green grass was destroyed. This may simply mean that 1/3 third of the earth is burned, 1/3 of trees destroyed and 
all green grass is burned up. BUT, when we come to 9:4 we find grass once again - and this should signal to us that 
perhaps John has something else in view. What could that something be? Consider:

     a) Burning was a strategy of war in the first century as well as through the ages. Think of General Sherman or 
Pershing's ‘scorched earth’ policy, where Sherman’s tragedy was to bring the south to its knees by burning Georgia 
down and Pershing's was the same toward the Filipino’s during the Filipino/American War of 1899. Could this be in 
John’s mind here - could this be what is described? Perhaps/  

     b) In the 1st century world, trees were depended upon for food and so If 1/3 of trees were destroyed - meaning 
fruit tress - there would be no fruit; further,

     c) If all green grass was bred up, there would be no food for sheep and other livestock.

What does this trumpet bring with it? It is reminiscent of sea number 3 - shortage of food - which is the precursor to 
famine. Could this be what this trumpet brings? I think this is what John is showing here - famine conditions - which in 
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the world of the seven churches of Asia minor - who were the original recipients of this book, was of grave concern. 
This is the first trumpet judgement - sent by God on a rebellious world

If trumpet number one results famine conditions, trumpet number two enhances those conditions and makes them 
severe. 

Trumpet #2 is described in vv.8-9 - and when this 2nd trumpet is blown John saw something like a great mountain 
burning with fire, being thrown into the sea, with the result that 1/3 of the sea became blood, 1/3 of the living 
creatures died, and 1/3 of the ships were destroyed. What is this about?

Keep in mind that the recipients of this book were Christians/Churches living/existing during the late first century - 
who either had, or were, or soon would be facing, severe persecution - and these Christians lived in the empire 
known as Rome - the final great world empire, according to Daniel’s prophecy, which would rule the earth. And 
Rome’s economic well being depended on the sea. 

     a) Fish and sea food was primary in the Roman diet as well as that of the regions under Rome’s rule;

     b) Also, Rome and the regions under Rome’s rule depend on maritime commerce - and trade was carried out by 
sea, as it is today, to greater or lesser extent. 

What happens though, when 1/3 of the sea turns to blood, 1/3 of the living creatures die and 1/3 of the ships are 
destroyed? Maritime commerce fails - and this enhances famine conditions, and may well result in full blown famine, 
not to mention economic collapse due to a cessation of trade. Interestingly, this is also reminiscent of two of the 
seven seals - seal #3 and #4. And so, an end of maritime commerce is likely in view here. But, what is meant by this 
THING that was like a great boring mountain? Good question.

The imagery could conjure thoughts of volcanic eruption - for that was common in the Greco-Roman world - but I 
think something else might actually be in view here, that fits better the context of the judgements of Revelation. Could 
‘something like a great, blazing mountain’ be a metaphor for something - a kingdom perhaps, that is fallen - or, as the 
image of v. 8 shows, a kingdom that was thrown down into the sea? And here is another question - could the ‘sea’ 
refer to the mass of humanity? 

I’ll leave the second question - but let’s consider the first. Kingdoms are often referred to as “mountains” in scripture - 
and sometimes a kingdom is referred to and a mountain which is cast down when it - the kingdom - is judged. For 
example, look with me to:

Hebrews 12:22-24 - where the kingdom of God is referred to as Mount Zion, the city of the living God, the heavens 
Jerusalem;

Rev. 14: 1 is a parallel image to Hebrews 12:22, in part;

Jeremiah 51:24-26, 63-64

Rev. 18: 2, 8, 11, 17, 21 

What does all this have to do with the 2nd trumpet? The 2nd trumpet proclaims the destruction of a mighty kingdom - 
a WICKED KINGDOM - WHICH ACCORDING TO REVELATION IS ROME - and as a result the entire world will feel 
it’s sting economically - and 18:2-21 shows just how devastating her destruction will be and how it will be felt the 
world over. This second trumpet looks back to the 3rd and 4th seal and forward to the casting down of that great 
wicked empire, Rome. 

What comfort that must have been foe the Christians of the 1st century in Asia minor. What of the third trumpet?

Trumpet #3  is in vv.10-11, where John sees a blazing star fall from heaven - like a torch - and this star poisons a 
third of the rivers and springs. And the first question that arises from this picture is, what is the star? Is it a literal star? 
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Answer: Seeing that we know from astronomy that stars are huge compared to earth and that a star striking earth 
would totally obliterate earth, it seems clear that this star is a metaphor for something - but not a literal star. If it is not 
a literal star, then what is it? 

Isaiah 14: 3-21 gives us a hint. In that chapter, the term ‘star’ refers to BOTH an earthly king and an angelic being - 
the King of Babylon and to Lucifer, called Day Star, Son of the Dawn. In another place, angels are in view when the 
scriptures tell how at creation the stars sang for joy. And so images such as these as well as that found in Revelation 
one, where we learn that the seven stars held in Jesus’s right hand are the ‘angels of the seven churches’ suggest 
that this blazing star that falls from heaven refers to a great and evil King who is thrown down - in judgment - by God - 
and/or the angelic being that empowered the kings evil reign, at the blast of the third trumpet. 

How is this traumatic? For all those who trust in this king and in his kingdom, the destruction of both the kingdom and 
the king will mean an end to earthly influence, prosperity, security, and so forth - as the great God brings judgement 
upon this evil kingdom and it’s wicked king. In trumpets 2 and 3, the death star and his empire are cast down. But 
what of the 4th trumpet?

Trumpet #4 brings absolute darkness for 1/3 of the day time and 1/3 of the night time - and we learn this by imagery 
that shows the luminaries of the heavens being darkened. What does this signify? In scripture, ‘darkness’ often 
signifies either separation from God or judgement. For example:

     1) Jesus says, He who follows me will not walk in darkness but will have the light of life;

     2) John writes in John 3 how the condemnation which is upon the world is that the light has come into the world 
but men chose darkness instead of the light because their deeds were evil;

     3) The ungodly will be cast into ‘outer darkness’;

     4) At the cross, there was darkness over the earth from the sext to ninth hour when Jesu was crucified;

     5) In Amos 8:9 darkness is used to describe the Assyrian invasion 

     6) In Joel 2:1-2 darkness is also the image given to describe the Babylonian invasion of Judah

     7) One of the Egyptian plagues was total, utter, darkness upon the land of Egypt so that ppl could not even see 
their hand in front of their face;

The thought of being in utter and complete darkness is terrifying - and this is the intent of this judgement; and what it 
says through John’s writing is that in judgement, the Lord will ultimately sever people from every expression of the 
light of God - this is what is symbolized by this fourth trumpet blast and that which followed. 

Each of these four trumpets were directed against nature, with secondary affects on people - but v. 13 shows that the 
worst is yet to come. WOE means Catastrophic Disaster - and there are three woes because there are yet three 
trumpets soon to be blown - but the affect of those three trumpets, which we will look at next week, are toward 
people. 

Are there any ‘take aways’ for us from the four trumpets of Revelation 8:6-12? Yes, let me leave you with three:

1st, it is important to note that these judgements ORIGINATE with God - out of heaven - and these judgements come 
as an answer to the prayers of the saints - and from here forward, ALL the judgement come DOWN from God UPON 
the earth and earth dwellers - those who are DEVOTED to the evil world and it’s values, it’s practices, it’s principles, 
in opposition to God - and judgement comes down until chapter 21 when the New Jerusalem comes down from God. 

2nd, These judgements expose the nature of people - inhabitants of the earth - their design is that people might 
repent (see 9:20-21) - but earth dwellers don’t and won’t; and in fact, when we look back to the sixth seal - we see 
something very interesting. There, it has become plain that the day of the wrath of God and of the Lamb has come - 
but what do men choose - repentance ? No. Instead of repentance they choose rather, suicide, in the face of 
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judgement. One might go so far as to say that when the judgment of God comes, earth dwellers will get angry at God 
over His anger at their sin - and will continue in their rebellion and obstinacy against Him. 

3rd, these judgments anticipate something good for those who are Christ’s - for they anticipate final deliverance for 
God’s people. Judgement meant destruction for the Egyptians who oppressed the Israelite’s for example - but it 
meant deliverance for the Israelites - for the Lord had come down to deliver them from their oppressors - and the 
judgements here described in Revelation will have the same affect for the people God. Along those lines, Revelation 
is filled with what some call Exodus language - and next week, we will begin there

For those who do not know and love God these judgement strike terror and dread - but for the church and Christians 
they cry our, Life up your heads, for your redemption drawers near. 

How can one be certain of being kept safe through these judgements, to experience final deliverance? Christ, pour 
passover lamb has been slain - and through faith in Him, we will be delivered - believe Him and trust Him and He will 
deliver you. Amen. 

       


